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Wollsdorf Leather Program

Wollsdorf Leather

345 South Road

High Point, NC 27262

For memo or dye lot cuttings:

800-677-8933  |  336-884-5005  |  336-884-4191 Fax

www.wollsdorf.com

grade

mammut 11

Mammut is a high quality top grain leather made from a superior selection of raw hides. This leather has been lightly sanded and precisely 
plated to achieve a natural grain structure that is very even throughout the hide. A light protective top coat is applied to give ultimate color 
consistency and yet maintain a very soft hand and luxurious feel.

finesse 11

Finesse is a high quality full grain leather made from the top 20% of our raw hide selection. This leather has been vacuum pressed to give a 
beautiful smooth appearance and subtly show the grain structure of a true natural leather. A very light protective top coat is applied to give 
ultimate color consistency and yet maintain a very soft band and luxurious feel.

FOC earth 11

FOC earth is a chrome-free, environmentally friendly leather. A total vertically integrated tanning process ensures the most eco friendly 
leather possible without  sacrificing the high quality of this semi-analine product.

processing: 100% Aniline through dyed, lightly polished and precisely plated to give ultimate yield.

finish: Color pigmented protective finish

characteristics: Even coloration throughout all parts of the hide. Ultimate color consistency from hide to hide. Smooth look, 
soft hand, luxurious feel

specifications: California Bulletin 117 Boston Fire Department (BFD 1X-1)

care

Dust non-vigorously with a soft piece of cloth every month or so. Capable of being absorbed within a few hours, it is important that 

any spilling or soiling be wiped with a dry or lightly moistened piece of soft cloth. Use a cleaner only for stubborn spots. Never use 

saddle soap or ivory soap and water solutions. Never soak the leather with water or any other cleaning agents. Conditioning the 

leather once or twice a year will restore the leather’s natural moisture, preserving its softness and providing protection from dust and 

liquids.


